
IMPORTANCE OF HINDI IN TECHNOLOGY

Hindi and Information Technology. One of the most interesting things I've read about recently is the increasing role of
Hindi in information.

Get real-time alerts and all the news on your phone with the all-new India Today app. According to Google, in
India almost 28 per cent Google searches are done using voice commands, and when it comes to voice,
support for local languages is important. At the event on Tuesday, he also announced a number of other
measures related to Google's efforts to make its services more accessible to first-time internet users. But
completely natural conversations, like the way humans talk, are still a few years away," he says. The
conversations with virtual assistants, whether in Hindi or in English, are yet to feel entirely natural. They then
showed samples to actual and potential customers, refined them and used the final versions to train the
algorithms to do mass translation. One, Google Feed -- you may know it more popularly as Google Now --
that shows news stories and important updates is going to be bilingual in India. Given those trends, every
e-commerce site in India has to figure out a way to address the local-language problem. It recently invested in
the Chinese online retailer JD. Bollywood as it is called the second biggest film following Hollywood.
However, unlike Arabic, Hindi is written left to right. The Assistant got support for Hindi commands on
phones -- but not on Home speakers -- earlier. In this ashwamedha traditional ritual by kings to prove their
imperial sovereignty if we take along the children of Hindi and other Indian languages, there cannot be any
scope for failure. Still, I believe long-term goals cannot be achieved just by putting together a few resources in
the name of language, religion, culture and economic progress. This is also something that is probably not
going to change soon. Get the Bits newsletter delivered to your inbox weekly for the latest from Silicon Valley
and the technology industry. Both of these aspects combine to make Hindi a major part of information
technology today. It is predicted by , that India will surpass Japan. For example, we have rolled out continued
conversation feature to the Google Assistant, and users don't need to say Okay Google again and again on
smart speakers. His Twitter handle is shekharkahin Share Via Topics. The recipients of this certificate can do
business or work in India. This is for many reasons such as the following. Mauritius was the exact opposite.
The World Hindi Conference was another such endeavour. We are building a Metro network and have carried
out a number of projects, including building high-quality roads. They manage to give short-term solutions, but
fail to look at the bigger picture. Making it a very viable and important target for most global-minded
businesses. Image A view of Bangalore. How can they collaborate with other countries and utilize their natural
and human resources for their own benefit? Now, Google is adding support for Marathi to it. Seen from the
distance, it may appear so, since politicians the world over say such things to mislead people. If the Hindi
versions of its site and apps are successful, Amazon plans to quickly add options to shop in other major Indian
languages, such as Bengali, Tamil, Kannada and Telugu, which are dominant in regions outside the Hindi belt
in the north. While, it is impressive, it is still based on direct commands. Image Staff members at the Amazon
office in Bangalore, India. Amazon said it realized that the Hindi version of its site would not suddenly solve
those problems. Image The Amazon team working on the Hindi version of the site reviewed screenshots
shortly before the debut. So the team went back to the drawing board, tapping people to translate key listings
and steps in the purchase process into colloquial Hindi. The second big announcement was related to Google
Assistant on phones. Paytm, a digital payments company that operates the No. The closest language to Hindi
can be considered Arabic. Related Articles. The country has enormous strategic and economic potential. Pravir
says that making conversations with virtual assistants natural is "always a moving problem. Apart from this,
India is playing a big role in the development of Mauritius. Roughly million speak Hindi as native speakers
and another million speak Hindi as a second language.


